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How to write a good paper



Characteristics of a good paper

1. It has a good research question

2. The model allows the question to be answered

3. The data are appropiate for the model

4. The empirical model is estimated correctly

5. The results are discussed in depth

In summary, it is an INTERESTING, well-structured, clearly-written, 
and competently executed piece of research 



Suggested structure

1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

3. The Model

4. Data

5. Empirical Model

6. Estimation and Results

7. Discussion Section

8. Summary and Conclusions

THREE KEY SECTIONS



Writing the Introduction

 A good Introduction must give the reader the impression:
 that the work is interesting
 that the methodology is sound

 A good Introduction could be structured as:
 The topic and its relevance
 Brief literature review
 HOWEVER … (here you link your paper to previous work)
 Objective
 Model
 Data
 Anticipate results?
 Structure of the paper

One paragraph per 
bullet is enough



Developing a good model

 A model is a description of the real world
 Make sure all relevant aspects are covered in the model
 Do not oversimplify

 Describe the ‘small picture’
 Check if your model is consistent with individual behavior

 Do not rely on ‘wording’
 Rather, use analytics



How to work?

 Show your work to other people
 Present your work at internals seminars (in your Dept.)

• Try to show work-in-progress, not “final” papers

 Do not emphasize estimation over modelling
 The key to modelling is to write a mathematical model where

the variability of the dependent variable is explained by the
explanatory variables

 The role of the Departments



Original databases

 You are “the only one” that
has it



Understand the sector!

 Lack of knowledge of the sector is very common in 
academia and one of the major drawbacks of PhD theses
 It is VERY important that you have a DEEP knowledge of the

sector your thesis is about

 Try to interview with different agents of the sector
 Civil servants in the different Administrations
 People who work at the industry level
 Researchers at research centres

 Read
 Divulgative newsletters



Summary

“There is a BIG difference between doing research and 
writing papers”

Antonio Alvarez



How to make presentations?



This is not about making PPTs!

This is about how to present content!



The outline resembles the paper

 Introduction
 Motivation
 Previous research
 Objective of the paper

 The Model
 Theoretical model
 Data
 Empirical model

 Estimation and Results
 Estimation method
 Empirical results
 Discussion

WHY?

HOW?

WHAT?



The size of the presentation

 Be selective about the information you present
 Skip the outline!
 If your paper is work in progress, you may skip conclusions
 Please, do not talk about future work!

 Keep slides to a minimum
 Number of slides should be less than minutes of presentation
 For a 20 min. presentation do not exceed 15 slides

 Keep in mind that you are presenting a paper within a 
very limited time frame
 Do not try to present ALL the paper
 You must choose just the important parts



Avoid common mistakes

 Do not use fonts that are too small
 Minimum font size should be 20

 Do not copy full paragraphs from the paper

 Do not put too much information on individual slides

 Do not show slides that you are not going to comment on

 Do not exceed the allocated time
 Practice at home!



Tips about the Introduction

 Do not spend more time than necessary discussing the 
previous literature
 Don’t have a specific slide on literature review

 THIS IS ABOUT YOUR CONTRIBUTION!

 Clarify the research question
 Is it original?



Tips about the Model section

 This is the most important part of your presentation
 You want to receive comments on your modelling choices!

 Be clear about your model and, in particular, about the 
empirical model
 Always use subscripts!

• This is compulsory if you use panel data

 Show a full table with all the variables used in the 
empirical analysis (definition, units,…)
 Avoid being asked about measurement issues!



Tips about Estimation and Results

 Briefly justify the selection of the estimation method

 Show just the results that are important in a table
 Label the variables so that they can be easily understood
 Do not paste the print out of the econometric package

• Have all the econometric estimates on an extra slide

 Make sure that you relate (some of) the results to the 
research question that motivated your paper

 Discuss your results
 If you have time, try to show the relevance of your results
 Look for policy issues



Presenting well

 Most presentations are ‘paper driven’ while they should be 
‘customer driven’
 Think on your audience

 A good presentation must be
 Clear

• I find ‘transition’ slides useful to separate the different sections
Use them to introduce the main message that you want to
convey in the following slides

• Example: “In this section I will show you that previous models
that have estimated… have failed to …”

 Short
 Interesting

• Well motivated
• The audience learns something



How to behave in a conference



Think about YOUR objectives

 Some people claim that the objective of a presentation is 
to leave a good impression on the audience
 Sure, but are there other possible objectives?

 To me, the main objective of a presentation should be to 
get good comments that will allow to improve the paper
 However, this is not always the case…

 What can be done in order to maximize the number and the 
quality of the comments?



Maximizing audience

 Choose an atractive title
 For people to make comments, they have to go to your 

session
 Help them!
 Titles in the form of a question are more attractive 

• An empirical assessment of the Productivity 

 Try to get your paper assigned to a session that is of most 
interest to you
 You can write to the organisers of the conference and kindly 

ask that the paper be included, say, in a methodological 
session rather than in an applied one



Maximizing questions

 Provoke debate
 Do not hide the problems that you think the paper has

 On the contrary, make good use of this opportunity and pose 
questions to the audience

 You will be surprised!

 The conference doesn’t finish at the end of your session
 Look for people that attended your session but didn’t make 

questions



Answering questions

 It is important to show that you are receptive to questions

 Thank all questions and try to take notes about them

 Do not be defensive!

 Don’t try to give lenghty answers since that will take time 
from other possible questions

• If a question is complicated, tell the person that posed it that 
you would be interested in continuing the talk after the session



The publishing process



The Editorial Board

 Most journals have:
 Executive Editors (1-4): Take decisions 
 Associate Editors (15-20): Handle the manuscripts

 Editor-in-Chief
William H. Greene,
New York University, Stern School of Business, USA

 Editors
Chris O'Donnell
University of Queensland, Australia
Victor Podinovski
Warwick Business School, University of Warwick, United Kingdom

 Associate Editors
Ana M. Aizcorbe, Bureau of Economic Analysis; Antonio M. Alvarez, University of Oviedo; Mette Asmild, University of Warwick; Bert M. 
Balk, Erasmus University, Rotterdam; Rajiv D. Banker,Temple University; Jaap Bos, Maastricht University School of Business and 
Economics Finance; Boris Bravo-Ureta, University of Connecticut; Robert Chambers, University of Maryland; Laurens 
Cherchye, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven; Jose H. Dula, Virginia Commonwealth University;Massimo Filippini, ETH and University of 
Lugano, Dennis Fixler, US Bureau of Economic Analysis; Finn R. Førsund, University of Oslo; Kevin Fox, University of New South 
Wales; Tsu-Tan Fu, Academica Sinica; Lilyan Fulginiti, University of Nebraska; William H. Greene, New York University; Shawna
Grosskopf, Oregon State University; John Haltiwanger, University of Maryland; Kathy J. Hayes, Southern Methodist University; William 
Horrace, Syracuse Unuversity; Cliff Huang, Vanderbilt University; Giannis Karagiannis, University of Macedonia; Kristiaan
Kerstens, CNRS - LEM; Subal C. Kumbhakar, State University of New York, Binghamton; Timo Kuosmanen, Aalto University; Theofanis
Mamuneas, University of Cyprus; Pierre Mohnen,Maastricht University; Chris O'Donnell, University of Queensland; Ole B. 
Olesen, University of Southern Denmark; Luis Orea, University of Oviedo; Niels Christian Petersen, University of Southern
Denmark; Daniel A. Primont, Southern Illinois University; Prasada Rao, University of Queensland; Peter Rousseau, Vanderbilt
University; Robert Russell, University of California at Riverside; Johannes Sauer, University of Manchester; Peter Schmidt, Michigan 
State University; William Schworm, University of New South Wales; Donald Siegel, University of California at Riverside; Maria Conceição
Silva Portela, Catholic University of Portugal; Leopold Simar,Catholic University of Louvain; Mark F. J. Steel, University of 
Warwick; Spiro E. Stefanou, The Pennsylvania State University; Erol Taymaz, Middle East Technical University; Emmanuel 
Thanassoulis, Aston University; Jerry Thursby, Georgia Institute of Technology; Marcel Timmer, University of Groninge; Mike 
Tsionas, Athens University of Economics and Business;Hung-Jen Wang, National Taiwan University; Tom Weyman-Jones, Loughborough
University,Valentin Zelenyuk, University of Queensland

Journal of Productivity Analysis



The Editorial process

 The paper’s process in a Journal
 The paper is assigned to one of the Executive Editors

 The EE “desk-rejects” the paper or assigns it to an AE
• The AE may also desk-reject the paper

 The AE chooses 2-3 referees and gives them a deadline
• The Journal platform has a default deadline (usually 3 months)

 The referees accept (or not) the assignment

 The referee reports come on time (or not)

 The AE makes a recommendation: R&R or Reject



Selecting a Journal

 One of the most important and difficult decisions to make

 There are basically two strategies to select a Journal
 Minimize time to press (Review, editorial time, articles/year)
 Maximize Journal quality

• Without any doubt, this one is the correct one

 How to select a “good” Journal?
 Look at the JCR list ranked by impact factor
 Select the journals where you think that your paper best suits

• Field or general Journal?

 Try to find at least one in the first quarter (Q1)
 Choose based on the affinity of the paper and the Journal

• Previous relevant work was published in that Journal



Predatory Publishing

 Lastly there has been an increase in the number of journals 
that falsely pretend to be legitimate academic outlets

 They are known as ‘predatory’ journals
 Falsely offer peer-review
 Charge a fee for publishing

 Journalist John Bohannon submitted a fake medical paper 
with easily detectable flaws to 304 open-access journals.
 Around half of these journals accepted the paper without 

questioning its content or providing meaningful feedbacks



Submitting the paper

 The manuscript must be read, and controlled for syntax
and spelling errors before submitting it to a Journal
 Avoid annoying the referees because of a poor presentation

 Do not include acknowledgements in the first version

 Some people claim that the content of Letters to the Editor 
(LE) should be kept to a minimumum. I disagree since an 
appropriate LE can help the Editor in several ways:
 Not to “desk reject” your paper
 Choose the most appropriate Associate Editor (or referees)



Reasons for “desk-reject”

 Stolowy, H. (2017) Letter from the Editor: Why Are Papers 
Desk Rejected at European Accounting Review?, European 
Accounting Review, 26, 411-418. 

Causes of desk rejections Number
Contribution 48
Length 34
Scope 19
Methodology 16
Self-plagiarism 10
Style 10
Age of the sample 7
Plagiarism 5
Co-author not informed 1
Duplicate submission 1
Total 157



Answering the referees

 The referee is (almost) always right!
 If a referee asks you for changes or some new work, you 

should do it or you must have a good reason for not to do it

 Reply to the referees’ comments
 Explain to each referee all the changes that they are going to 

find in the new version 
 Answer point by point explaining your opinion about the 

comment and stating the course of action that you have taken

 What to do if you think the referee is wrong?
 This situation is not easy to handle
 You can ask the Editor to call in a new referee on this issue



Tips to avoid rejection

 B. Lucey, (2015), “A dozen or more ways to avoid getting 
your paper rejected”, Trinity College, Dublin

 1. Clarity
• Make clear what you are going to do. “One idea, one paper”

 2. Brevity
• The Curse of Robustness Checks

 3. Good Fit to the Journal
• Link to previous papers in the journal

 4. Meaningful Contribution
• The reader must learn something

 5. Correctness
• Do things right!



In case of rejection

 Do not complain to the Editor
 You must understand that the refereeing process is very noisy

 Before looking for an alternative Journal try to deal with the 
problems that caused rejection
 Try to get something positive out of the comments you 

received
• Do not miss an opportunity to improve your paper!

 Try not to send the same version of the paper
 You may get (some of) the same referees again



Rejection is “common”

 Relevant papers in economics rejected at least once
 Gans, J. and Sheperd, G. (1994), “How Are the Mighty Fallen: 

Rejected Classic Articles by Leading Economists”, Journal of 
Economic Perspectives, 8(1), 165-179.



Acceptance rates

Journal Acceptance rate

Quarterly Journal of Economics 4%

Journal of Political Economy 5%

American Economic Review* 7%

Journal of Labor Economics 8%

Econometrica* 9%

European Economic Review 9%

Journal of Public Economics 10%

Review of Economics and Statistics 12%

Journal of Productivity Analysis 15%

Journal of Monetary Economics 20%

Applied Economics* 50%

Taken From Hamermesh (2008). Based on email exchanges with Editors, except 
where *, which is from a report printed in the journal or displayed on its website



Evolution of acceptance rates
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